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It's been a busy month here at The Attic, to say the least, with the Sampler Symposium and then the
Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research, so for the first time all month we have a brief window of time
this morning to send you a more regular eNewsletter ~ but this one will be quick because John and I have a
plane to catch in a few hours to spend Thanksgiving in Wisconsin, so here goes.

Our November Samplers of the Month:

"We Give Thee Thanks" from Chessie & Me ~ and "Christmas Eve" from Prairie Schooler
I began stitching the Chessie piece weeks and weeks ago ~ and then Chessie's trunk show arrived and the
Symposium weekend was bearing down on me, with long days and very short "stitching" evenings before I'd
fall asleep with needle in hand. But here's Linda's fabulous model to show you so the pressure is off. And
Deb Williams shares her model of "Christmas Eve" with us for this Sampler-of-the-Month showing ~ so for
the first time in as long as I can remember, there are completed models on display in the shop of both of
our special November samplers.
For these SOM's save 15% through the end of December on your purchase of
for "We Give Thee Thanks," the chart ($18 w/30c WDW hand-dyed fabric) + 10 Belle Soie ~ and if
you'd like a fabric substitution to 40c, we will be happy to do that. I am stitching my model on
Lakeside's 40c V. Pear

for "Christmas Eve," the chart ($9) + hand-dyed linen (40c w/2-inch margins is $8) + 10 Belle Soie
And since it's almost December, and we simply can't wait any longer to show you this one, here's our

December Sampler of the Month:

"Maria's Dechado" from Linda Danielson/Samplers Remembered. This is only currently available at The
Attic, and the incredible antique sampler stitched on a 60c linen was part of Linda's presentation in our
Sampler Symposium earlier this month, and we are so excited to be able to present her exquisite
reproduction for you as our December Sampler of the Month. Linda stitched her sampler on Lakeside's
45c Vintage Luna with Au Ver A Soie's Soie de Paris. The left-hand side features a small section of the
Aztec stitch, which helps to identify this as a Mexican sampler ~ the left-hand portion of the sampler is
stitched over 2 threads while on the right it is stitched over 3.
Now through the end of the year you may save 15% on your purchase of the following:
chart ($14) + Soie de Paris ($38.50) + 45c V. Luna ($15) or 45c V. Buttercream ($15)
chart ($14) + Soie d'Alger in the same colors ($41.25) + 40c ($17) or 36c ($19) V. Luna or V.
Buttercream

New from Primitive Traditions . . .

. . . and currently only available at The Attic, "Love to One, Friendship to Many, Good Will to All" ($12), a
beautiful companion piece to the earlier release, "Dance by the Light of the Moon" ($12). "Love to One" is
stitched on 40c V. Misty Rain in overdyed cottons. I wish that you could see the model, currently in our
front display ~ it is truly stunning! Rhonda is stitching it on 40c silk gauze to match her "Dance" model,
also on 40c silk gauze. Next issue when I have more time I'll show you a photograph of her silk gauze
piece. It is stunning!

An Attic exclusive . . .

. . . that we had made especially for our Sampler Symposium: a thread pocket (or for your favorite scissors
or other treasures) sewn from the now-unavailable Moda fabric designed by the talented Blackbird
Designs' duo, Barb and Alma, embellished with a Sterling silver hornbook charm from Charland and a garnet
bead. The pocket was sized to accommodate the attachment on the back side of Little House
Needleworks' "Schoolgirl Lessons" stitched on your choice of either 36c or 40c linen.

I stitched my model on Lakeside's 40c V. Buttercream with Belle Soie Red Fox. We have kitted the thread pocket with your choice of
either 36c or 40c V. Buttercream and the Red Fox ($38) ~ the chart for "Schoolgirl Lessons" is available separately for $6 because we
know some of you already own the chart.

New from Kelmscott Designs

I couldn't wait to show you these things, but the release date (November 16) was in the midst of our very
busy two weeks, and so I know I'm a tad late with the news, but these scissors ~ "Elizabeth I" ($11.50) are
a tiny 2.5 inches in height, and I LOVE them! The very petite size, the roses, the gold, and the scissors
"movement" all combine to make one of the BEST needlework accessories ever! You must own these, at
least one pair (or more, for several of the many accessory sets that call for a petite scissors), and they

are perfect for gift-giving.
And THEN, if that isn't enough, another gorgeous pair of scissors, the "Angel Scissors" ($11.50) are the
perfect gift for this "angel" time of the year.
The "Crown Needleminder" ($9.50) is an exact reproduction of Elizabeth I's crown, perfect for all of the
crown lovers among us. The detail in the crown is simply remarkable.

"Christmas Potpourri" ($18.50) from Wendy KC Designs includes a large star tuffet and four ornaments in
the chartpack ~ this is a very charming set of designs, and the tuffet includes wreaths, snowflakes, fir
trees, and angel motifs, not very visible in my photograph here, but it is a fantastic design!
"Angel Song" ($25) is first in a new series, which will have six designs this year and a Halloween bonus, and
it comes as a complete kit, with the wooden palette, the charted design, the 30c WDW linen, and the DMC
to stitch this design one over one. The unique feature of these thread palettes is the different shapes of
the thread holes. This one uses the star shape for the thread holes.

More of What's New in The Attic

From Gloriana, three new colors of hand-dyed silk floss, from top to bottom: Flowers of Italy, Holly Berry,
and Leaf Green
And from Bohin of France, scissors! We love their needles, and so we thought we'd see what their scissors
were like. The top pair, the "Giakarta" embroidery scissors ($19), are 3 1/2 inches and feature beautiful
multi-colored handles ~ and the bottom pair, the "Missouri" scissors (don't ask me why because I don't
know) are 4 1/2 inches, $21.50.

Three popular auction items ~ we've ordered them all:
"Delivering Flurries" ($7) from Homespun Elegance is so very charming stitched over one
"A Christmas Sampler" ($6) from The Marking Sampler is shown stitched over one on, I believe, 30c
linen and over 2 on 40c linen ~ the hornbooks are a new product available from Valley House
Primitives in several wood choices and sizes. the smallest is $15, and the "paddle" portion measures 2
7/8w x 3h, with a total height of nearly 5 inches, and the larger one is $18 and measures 3 3/4w x
4h in the "paddle" portion and is 6 3/8 inches from top to bottom. We've ordered both of these in a
variety of wood choices: cherry, walnut, mahogany, and jatoba (a Brazilian cherry wood)

New from Moda designed by French General, perfect for the gift-giving Season of
Love:

Sewing Book ($15) and Pin Cushion ($15) ~ the photos show inside and out, top and bottom.

A set of Tiny Pouches, each with a Tape Measures ($20) ~ and a Small Notebook ($20)

Set of 2 Gift Bags ($16) ~ and a set of 2 small Sachet Bags ($8)
Each of these products comes a small envelope that has the following note: "Historically young French girls
embroidered their initials on their finest linens. The initialled letters were always blood red because red
was a strong and durable dye, resistant to multiple launderings and one that could be easily seen. During
laundry days at the lavior on the river, the initials also helped sort family linens." Inside the small envelope
is red thread and an alphabet chart so that you may embroider initials on these fine products.

New from Blue Ribbon Designs

"Autumn Leaves and Sunflower Seeds" ($14), model stitched on Lakeside's 40c Bisque for both the sampler
and the smalls.

"Winter White Woodland" ($12) is stitched on Lakeside's 40c Nutmeg, both the sampler and the smalls. I
LOVE this design, the deer wandering through the forest, the red cardinals showing their brilliance in the
winter woodland, the white owls making friends with their forest pal, the houses, the barn, the church, it
all makes me homesick for Wisconsin.

"Just Add Tinsel" ($14) is a very unique design done on Lakeside's 32c Green Slate ~ the smalls are on 32c
Sand Dune. The verse: "Tucked inside this tiny tree are needlework treasures special to me." Do I see a
finishing class on this in the future, Christy?

Two new ornaments . . .

A monthly ornament series from Little House Needleworks beginning with "Fa-La-La" ~ we will select
monthly fabrics and specialty threads and make this a very fun series for you. By the next issue we should
have time to do this.
And a St. Charles exclusive kit from Just*Nan, "Snow Deer" ($24), includes the chart, frame, overdyed
"deer" silk, and the 32c Cinnamon Roll linen from Zweigart. All you'll need to complete this ornament is a
bit of white, red, and green silk thread (or cotton if you wish).
It's time to pack my bag ~ but one last image: Rhonda's amazing progress on her "Christmas at Hawk Run
Hollow." She has vowed to have it done by Thanksgiving ~ that's the day after tomorrow! I'm sure she'll
do it ~ and then next week I can show you all of it. Rhonda is using Belle Soie on 40c V. Autumn Gold ~
some of you are waiting for your fabric, and we appreciate your patience. A family medical problem and
delayed linen delivery has contributed to part of the delay, but I believe the linen has been delivered now
~ and soon the dyeing on 40c and 32c can begin again for this very special double-dyed color.

From all of us at The Attic, our very best wishes for a Happy Thanksgiving celebration. Even in difficult
times, we have so much to be thankful for.
Jean Lea
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